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Abstract. Optoacoustic imaging was used for ophthalmic imaging,
especially of the ciliary body region, which is of interest in the treat-
ment of glaucoma. The different tissue structures below the sclera of
porcine and rabbit eyes in vitro could be differentiated up to a depth
of more than 1.5 mm. Based on the optoacoustic signals, two-
dimensional tomographic images could be generated for visualization
of this region in a B-scan mode. In addition, changes during the co-
agulation process could be measured in real time, allowing the devel-
opment of online control mechanisms for cyclophotocoagulation,
which is an important therapy of glaucoma. © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1559998]
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1 Introduction
One of the main goals in medical diagnostics is the noninva
sive imaging of biological tissuesin vivo for the detection of
diseased or altered tissue. Several methods, such as optic
coherence tomography,1 optical tomography,2,3 or ultrasound
echography4 exist, each having its own particular advantages

Furthermore, in many therapeutical applications of lasers
such as ablation or coagulation, the laser-tissue interactio
occurs on a short timescale of only a few nano- to millisec-
onds. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to monitor changes in
the optical properties of tissue in real time, to be able to use
them, e.g., for control mechanism of the laser.

For nearly a decade, laser-induced ultrasound, or so-calle
optoacoustics, has been a subject of investigation to fulfil
these tasks of imaging and control mechanism.5–10 This
method combines the advantages of ultrasound imaging an
optical tomography. It uses the high absorption contrast o
biological tissue, such as blood vessels and the surroundin
skin. These absorbing structures act as ultrasound sources
side the tissue.

The generation of ultrasound allows for a deeper imaging
penetration, since ultrasound waves are, in contrast to ligh
scattered and attenuated only weakly in tissue.

The principle of optoacoustics is depicted in Fig. 1. The
tissue is irradiated with a pulsed light source with a typical
pulse duration of a few nanoseconds. According to the optica
properties of the tissue, a light distribution occurs, leading to
thermoelastic expansion of the structures showing a highe
absorption. This thermoelastic expansion generates a stre
transient that propagates through the tissue at the speed
sound, and which can be detected at the surface of the tissu
using either optical or piezoelectrical detectors. Using the
time-dependant stress profile, conclusions concerning the a
sorbing structures can be drawn. The arrival time gives the
depth of the structure via the speed of sound, whereas th
amplitude and decay of the signal gives the optical propertie
~e.g., absorption and effective attenuation coefficient!.
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Ultrasonic detectors based on piezoelectric11 or optical ef-
fects, such as the change of the refractive index,12 can be used
for detection of these phenomena.

In general, detection can be performed in two ways, eit
in forward mode with an irradiation source and detector
different sides of the tissue, or in backward mode with sou
and detector on the same side of the tissue~which is shown in
Fig. 1!. Due to accessibility, the backward mode is prefera
for most tissues.

Our investigations focus on the feasibility of using opto
coustics for ophthalmic use, mainly for the treatment of gla
coma. For treatment of this ophthalmic disease, laser cy
photocoagulation has become an established method du
the last few decades.13 The aim of this method is to coagulat
the ciliary body, which is responsible for the production
aqueous humor of the eye, and thereby rebalance the pro
tion and drainage of the humor. The principle of this thera
is shown in Fig. 2. A pulsed Nd:YAG or diode laser serves
light source for the irradiation of the ciliary body. Radiatio
from such a laser is applied onto the sclera via an optical fi
with a tip diameter of typically 600mm.

Typical therapeutic parameters are a few watts for one
two seconds.14 The fiber is placed approximately 1.5 mm
from the corneoscleral limbus, which is the interface betwe
the transparent cornea and the white sclera. The main p
lems with this method arise from uncertainties in localizi
the cilary body and in determination of the proper energy
be used. Furthermore, the short therapy duration of
therapy makes online monitoring of the coagulation proc
desirable, to avoid an overdosage or the necessity of retr
ments. Existing methods for online monitoring of cycloph
tocoagulation lack the possibility to localize the ciliar
body.14 In this work, experimental results of optoacous
measurements considering both of these problems, loca
tion as well as the online monitoring, are presented.
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Fig. 1 Principle of laser optoacoustics in backward mode (irradiation
and detection on the same side of the tissue) and the resulting signal.
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2 Theoretical Description
For the process of laser-induced ultrasound generation, var
ous theoretical descriptions have been published.15,16 There-
fore, only a brief description for mainly absorbing samples is
given. The absorbed energy per volumeEabs5maF0 with the
absorption coefficient of the tissuema and the fluenceF0 is
converted into an initial pressure distributionp via the Grue-
neisen coefficientG5(bc0

2)/Cp , with the volumetric expan-
sion coefficientb, the speed of soundc0 , and the heat capac-
ity at constant pressureCp

16:

p5GEabs. ~1!

For instantaneous pressure generation, the so-called stre
confinement has to be fulfilled, which means that the lase
pulse durationtL has to be short compared to the time the
stress transient needs to propagate through the optical penet
tion depth at the speed of soundc0 :

tL•ma•c0!1. ~2!

In this case, no energy dissipation will occur during genera
tion of the optoacoustic stress transient. The influence o
longer pulse durations is described in detail in Ref. 15. The
propagation of the stress transient through the tissue can b
described using the Poisson formalism:17,18
l.
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p~rW,t !5
1

4p

]

]t
tE

0

2p

dVp0~rW,t !1
1

4p
tE

0

2p

dV
dp0~rW,t !

dt
.

~3!

It describes propagation of the initial pressure distributionp0
through the sample on spheres with the radiusr 5c0t. A
change of the detected pressure at a pointr can only be mea-
sured after a timet if the surface of such a sphere touches
cuts the initial pressure distributionp0 . Therefore, Eq.~3!
gives the spatial pressure distribution at any timet. To calcu-
late this, the knowledge of two initial conditions is necessa
The first is the initial pressure distribution fort50, and the
second is the time derivativedp/dt of this initial distribution.
Since this derivative is zero for an instantaneous pressure
eration, the second term in Eq.~3! vanishes.

In this study, numerical simulations were performed us
this formula on a layered tissue model consisting of th
layers with the optical properties of rabbit sclera, ciliary bod
and pigmented epithelium taken from the literature.19 Table 1
gives an overview of the optical properties as well as the la
thicknesses. To determine the initial light distribution,
Monte Carlo simulation20 was performed, yielding the
absorbed-energy distribution used in Eq.~1!.

With conversion into an initial pressure distributionp0 ,
the Poisson formula@Eq. ~3!# for any detector geometry ca
be calculated. For the numerical calculation of Eq.~3!, the
following assumptions and simplifications were used.

• The rotational symmetry of the absorbed energy dis
bution allows use of an initial pressure distribution of th

kind p0(RW 1c0teW r), with RW being the vector to the de
tector spot andeW r the unity vector in spherical coordi
nates.

• The position of an ideal point detector is at the surface
the sample with the distanceR from the irradiation axis
leading to a modification of Eq.~3!:

p~rW,t!5
1

4p

]

]t
tE

0

2p

dVp0~RW1c0teWr!

1
1

4p
tE

0

2p

dV
dp0~RW1c0teWr!

dt
. ~4!

The assumption of a point detector allows use of an id
signal without diffraction and broadening of the signa

• For calculations showing the qualitative influence of t
parameters, the assumption of an instantaneous pres
generation corresponding to the stress confinement le
to dp0 /dt50 ~at t50).

Due to the symmetry around thez axis, a two-dimensiona
replacement in spherical coordinates can be used with

F x1c0t sin~Q!cos~w!

y1c0t sin~Q!sin~w!

z1c0t cos~w!
G

→FR21c0
2t2 sin2~Q!12Rc0t sin~Q!cos~w!1/2

z1c0t cos~w! G5S u
wD ,

~5!

Fig. 2 Principle of laser cyclophotocoagulation. The ciliary body is
coagulated using near-infrared light from a cw Nd:YAG or diode laser.
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yielding

p~RW ,t !5
1

4p E
0

2p

dwE
p/2

p

dQ sin~Q!Fp01t
]p0~u,w!

]u

]u

]t

1t
]p0~u,w!

]w

]w

]t G , ~6!

which can be solved numerically. Here, the lower boundary o
the inner integral was set top/2, assuming zero pressure
above the surface of the sample.

Figure 3 shows the calculated absorbed-energy distributio
for the ciliary body region of a rabbit eye, using the properties
from Table 1. The beam has a diameter of 600mm and a pulse
energy of 10 mJ. Higher absorbed-energy densities are show
in bright colors, whereas the dark areas at the right side indi
cate only low absorbed-energy densities. The three differen
layers can be clearly distinguished, due to the stepwise in
crease of the absorbed-energy densities. Figure 4 shows t
cross sections at two distances from the irradiation axis o
Fig. 3 ~top!, and the calculated time-dependent pressure pro
files ~bottom! on top of the tissue sample at these distances.

It can be clearly seen that for larger distances from the
axis, the separated pressure peaks from the ciliary body an
the pigmented epithelium become one broadened peak, on
showing a rough estimation of the depth of the ciliary body.
Based on these calculations, it is obvious that for the local
ization of the ciliary body, the lateral distance between the
irradiating fiber and detector should be short for optimalz
resolution.

For online monitoring of the coagulation process, the in-
fluence of the temperature rise is very important. Under thes
circumstances, the volumetric expansion coefficientb cannot
be considered to be constant, thus leading to a change in th
Grueneisen-coefficientG, and therefore the conversion from
absorbed energy into pressure.

A linear approximation ofG was given by Landau and
Lifschitz17

G5
c2

Cp Fb~T0!1S db

dTD
T0

T8G , ~7!

and agreed with experimental data.21,22

For a temperature gradient at the start of the coagulatio
process, the second term leads to an increasingG, and there-
fore higher optoacoustic signal amplitudes. Measurements o

Table 1 Optical properties of rabbit eyes for a wavelength of 1064
nm,19 used for the numerical calculations.

Tissue ma (cm21) ms (cm21) g
thickness

(mm)

Sclera 1.80 164.0 0.9 550

Ciliary muscle 4.75 516.1 0.9 290

Ciliary pigmented
epithelium

94.00 0.0 0.9 10
n

t

e

d
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biological tissues showed a linear rise of the amplitude22 in
the range from 20 to 47 °C, although the optical attenuat
coefficient stayed constant.

Due to the changes of the optical properties above a tis
temperature of approximately 55 °C, the influence of this p
cess on the detected signal cannot be predicted comple
The whitening of most tissues during coagulation allows
assumption that the scattering coefficient increa

Fig. 3 Absorbed energy distribution derived from a Monte Carlo simu-
lation for the ciliary body region of a rabbit eye. Bright colors indicate
a higher absorbed energy density, and dark colors indicate a lower
one. The arrows mark the irradiated area.

Fig. 4 Cross sections of Fig. 3 at two distances from the irradiation
axis (top), and related, calculated time-dependent pressure profiles.
Due to the larger distance, the signal detected 700 mm from the irra-
diation axis is broadened.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2 283
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strongly.23,24 This would affect the optoacoustic signals in a
way that the amplitude should be decreased, and the enti
signal will be broadened.

3 Materials and Methods
The experimental setup consists of a Q-switched Nd:YAG la
ser emitting at 1064 nm as source for the pulsed irradiation
The pulse duration is 33 ns. The emitted light is coupled into
a silica fiber with a core diameter of 600mm, which leads to
the detector handpiece. The acoustic detector is made of
piezoelectric polyvinylidenfluoride~PVDF! film with a thick-
ness of 9mm. The film is covered on both sides with an
aluminum coating used as electrodes to measure the char
separation of the piezoelectric film. The overlap of the two
electrodes forms the active detector region, which is the pres
sure sensitive part of this detector. In these experiments th
active area was a ring with an outer diameter of 900mm and
an inner diameter of 650mm. The irradiating fiber is located
in this inner part. To avoid signal distortions due to acoustic
reflections at the back of the detector, the piezoelectric film is
glued to a nonpolarized block of PVDF~Fig. 5!. The typical
bandwidth of the detector was 80 MHz, and the typical sen
sitivity was 6.6 mV/bar

The pressure transients are recorded with a fast oscillo
scope~Tektronix TDS-540D! using an input impedance of 1
MV, or a transient recorder PC card~Fast Comtech TR 400!
and a LabView program after amplification with a transim-
pedance converter and a voltage amplifier~Femto DHPVA-
200! with an input impedance of 50V.

Figure 5 shows the complete setup with an enlarged sketc
of the detector head. Note that due to reasons of visibility, the
depiction is not to scale.

A diode laser~SDL FD4200-25! emitting at a wavelength
of 810 nm can be coupled into the same fiber to coagulate th
tissue. Thus, tissue changes during laser treatment could b
monitored online.

The tissue samples used for the experiments were eithe
freshly enucleated porcine or rabbit eyeballs, which were use
within five hours, to avoid changes due to degradation of the
tissue. During measurement, a constant intraocular pressure
21 mmHg was maintained by infusion of a physiological
NaCl solution. The samples were fixed in a translation stag
made of two plates with holes for the eyeglobe, to allow re-
cording of optoacoustic transients at defined distances from
the corneoscleral limbus. For the comparison of the image
region with the real eyeglobe, histological sections from these
parts were taken using an HE staining. Black surgical twine
was sewed into the sclera at the starting and end point to ma
the measured line for the histological section. This twine can
be seen clearly in the histological sections, but is not shown in
Fig. 6.

4 Experimental Results
4.1 Localization of the Ciliary Body
To localize the ciliary body of a porcine eye, 16 spots at a
distance of 500mm to each other arranged on a straight line
perpendicular to the limbus were measured. The pulse energ
of the Nd:YAG laser was 10 mJ at each measured spot. Th
transients measured were directly converted into a gray-sca
284 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2
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image with a linear color scale. Bright colors indicate regio
with a high induced pressure amplitude, and therefore hig
fluence and absorption coefficient, whereas dark colors in
cate regions with low pressure amplitudes. Figure 6 shows
gray-scale image together with the corresponding histolog
section.

For comparison, the curved histological section was d
tally corrected into a rectangular shape. A typical shrinkage
4% was assumed, which means that the region between
two black twines was split into segments of 480mm length,
which were then realigned.

In the optoacoustic image, the course of the pigmen
epithelium can be seen as a brighter line in the pars pl
region~1! on the left side of the image, which splits into tw
pigmented layers at the ciliary body. These two layers, wh
have a high absorption at 1064 nm, are the ciliary pigmen
epithelium ~2! in the back, and the lamina fusca~3! in the
front. The ciliary body~4! with lower absorption can be lo
calized as a dark spot surrounded by these two layers. Du
the high scattering coefficient of the sclera, the fluence in
part is increased, leading to higher absorption and therefo
higher signal~5!. Since the transparency increases from
pars plana region~on the left! towards the cornea~6! ~on the
right!, the sclera signal decreases. However, this higher tra
parency allows for higher fluences in the underlying lay
i.e., the iris. Therefore, the generated optoacoustic sig
from the iris ~7! show high amplitudes.

Figure 7 shows optoacoustic transients extracted from
gray-scale image at three different locations, which are
detector positions 1, 9, and 12, respectively. In the signal fr
position 1, which is the pars plana region, peaks from
sclera after 0.2ms, and from the pigmented epithelium aft
0.55 ms, can be seen. At detector position 9, the signal fr
the pigmented epithelial layer broadens, due to the fact th
splits into lamina fusca and ciliary pigmented epitheliu
These two layers can be clearly distinguished in the sig
taken at detector position 12, which is located at the cilia
body region.

Fig. 5 Experimental setup used for the detection of optoacoustic tran-
sients on enucleated porcine and rabbit eyes. The magnification on
the right side (not to scale) shows the detector head with a ring-shaped
active area surrounding the fiber tip.
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Fig. 6 Histological section of a rabbit eye and related tomographic
image generated by optoacoustic transients at 16 positions with a spot
separation of 500 mm. The course of the pigmented epithelial layer (1
to 3) can be clearly seen, indicating the position of the ciliary body.
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4.2 Tissue Alterations by Coagulation
In addition to the tomographic measurements, laser optoa
coustics are suitable for measuring changes in
temperature,25,26 and therefore changes of the tissue due to
coagulation.

To apply this to the therapy of laser cyclophotocoagula-
tion, gray-scale images, such as in Fig. 6, of a porcine ey
-

were measured before and after coagulation of the cili
body region. The ciliary body region was localized as d
scribed before, and the tip of a pig-tailed laser diode w
placed 1.5 mm from the corneoscleral limbus. A laser pow
of 1 W was applied for 5 s togenerate a coagulated tissue ar
in the ciliary body as well as the ciliary pigmented epitheliu
~CPE!.

Figure 8 shows the corresponding gray-scale images of
porcine eye. To generate the optoacoustic transients, a p
energy of 10 mJ was applied. In the image used for locali
tion ~top!, the CPE and the lamina fusca can be seen agai
thin gray bands~1 resp. 2!. In the gray-scaled image of th
ciliary body after coagulation, a darker area, which indicate
lower absorption, can be observed where the irradiation

Fig. 7 Three optoacoustic transients from Fig. 6. The transients at the
detector positions (from front to back) 1, 9, and 12 show splitting of
the pigmented epithelial layer into two layers at the ciliary body.
Fig. 8 Optoacoustic tomographic images of the ciliary body region of a porcine eye before and after coagulation. The fiber tip for coagulation was
placed 1.5 mm from the corneoscleral limbus. The changes in the gray-scale image due to coagulation can be clearly seen as darker areas
corresponding to a decreased optoacoustic signal.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2 285
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Fig. 9 Optoacoustic transients of the ciliary body region of a rabbit
eye measured in real time during the coagulation process. The in-
crease in amplitude due to the temperature rise can be seen, as well
as the following decay due to the changes of the optical properties.
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applied. This corresponds to the predictions that coagulatio
should increase the scattering coefficient,23,24 leading to lower
fluence at the CPE, and therefore lower pressure transient
although for coagulated skin a decreased scattering wa
reported.27

The time dependence of these changes of the ciliary bod
of a rabbit eye are shown in Fig. 9. Optoacoustic transient
from the ciliary body region were recorded every 100 ms,
corresponding to the repetition rate of 10 Hz of the Nd:YAG
laser, before and during the coagulation process. A power of
W from the diode laser was applied with the same fiber as th
pulses used for the generation of the optoacoustic signals. Th
duration of the coagulation was 2 s. To generate the optoa
coustic signals, a pulse energy of 7 mJ was used. Figure
shows, from front to back, transients before the coagulation
process and after 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.45, 0.85, and 1.45 s d
ration of coagulation. In Fig. 10, the amplitude of the optoa-
coustic signal for each transient from the CPE, e.g., the pea
at approximately 0.8ms of each transient, is plotted versus the
coagulation time. The course follows the predictions that for
short terms the amplitude increases, due to the temperatu
rise and the increasing Grueneisen coefficient. For longer tim
periods, the maximal amplitude decreases strongly due to th
changes in absorption and especially scattering coefficients o
the tissue. The measurements finally lead to the same result
shown in Fig. 8.

5 Conclusions
From the actual results, laser optoacoustics seem to be
promising tool for localization of the ciliary body. Image pro-
cessing of the measured signals allows a tomographic view o
the internal structures below the sclera with a depth of more
than 1.5 mm. Although the axial resolution of the piezoelec-
tric detector used is limited to more than 50mm, due to the
high scattering in the tissue and the limited bandwidth of the
detector, the pigmented epithelium with a thickness of 10mm
can be localized. The located structures correspond well wit
the histological sections.

For an enhanced and faster imaging procedure, the imme
diate detection of a complete line is necessary. Such a detect
286 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2
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device consisting of eight detectors in a row has previou
been constructed. First measurements with this system on
sue phantoms28 show the potential of such arrays for biomed
cal imaging.

Furthermore, changes in the optical parameters of the
sue due to coagulation can be detected in real time, for
ample in the therapy of laser cyclophotocoagulation. Due
the increased temperature, the optocacoustic signal ampli
increases for small temperature rises up to approx. 45
However, for longer coagulation periods, the changes in
optical properties do not allow a prediction of the acous
transients yet. From the results, a qualitative control mec
nism can be developed to prevent an overdosage of the
power for treatment of glaucoma. Other concerns of clini
implementation such as eye movement and tissue perfu
can be neglected, due to the short application time of a
seconds. The energies of 10 mJ per pulse are far below
threshold level of tissue changes, and even pulse energie
up to 19 mJ do not show any influence on optical or mecha
cal parameters of the tissue.
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